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1.

Introduction - Purpose of document

1.1

This document forms part of the technical evidence base that informs the Part 2
Settlements and Countryside Local Plan. It sets out the Local Green Spaces that
the District Council is proposing for designation as Local Green Space in the
Proposed Submission Part 2 Local Plan and provides justification for their
inclusion against criteria set out in the National Planning Policy Framework. This
is version 2 of the document, which follows consultation on the emerging draft
plan.

2.

Background

2.1

The concept of the Part 2 Local Plan containing a Parish Annex to deal with
specific rural issues was introduced in 2012 during the Issues consultation. As
part of this consultation, a question was asked if there are important green
spaces in and around villages that need additional protection. There was support
for both from parish councils and the public for the Parish Annex and protection
for rural green spaces.

2.2

The Council undertook a further consultation on Issues and Options for the Part
2 Plan in 2016. The consultation raised the issue of the Parish Annex again, with
a specific question about whether Local Green Space would be an appropriate
inclusion for the annex. This attracted some support from parishes.

2.3

In April 2017 the Council invited the Daventry Town Council and parish councils
to a workshop to provide an update of progress on the preparation of the Local
Plan and to explore what an Annex could contain. Local Green Space (LGS) was
the main contender for inclusion in the Annex and an explanation was provided
of what it is, how it is designated (only through local and neighbourhood plans)
and that it is a restrictive long term designation that will not be appropriate for
most green areas or open spaces. The Council provided guidance on the types of
spaces that would be suitable, how they should be assessed and the town and
parish councils were invited to make nominations.

2.4

Following the workshop, the invitation to nominate LGS was extended to all
parish councils who were unable to attend and this resulted in the nomination of
165 green spaces by the Town Council and 13 parish councils. The process led to
99 LGSs being accepted for designation and they were included in the emerging
draft Part 2 Plan. The consultation on the emerging draft Part 2 in 2017-2018
invited additional nominations from parish councils who had not originally
participated. Landowners had also been identified and were given the
opportunity to make representations.
3

3.

Nomination of further Local Green Spaces

3.1

Six parish councils (Creaton, Holcot, Kilsby, Naseby, Newnham and Staverton) who had
not made nominations in 2017 put forward a total of 26 sites. Representations were
also received from the Town Council and three parish councils (Boughton, Overstone
and Yelvertoft) challenging the non-designation of sites and landowners objecting to
or commenting on the proposed designation of their land. One parish council (Long
Buckby) withdrew a nomination following contact with the landowner. The new
nominations are assessed in this second version of the Local Green Space
Assessments.

4.

Assessment of Local Green Space nominations

4.1

The District Council has assessed each of the nominations against the following
criteria which are set out in paragraph 77 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF):





Where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it
serves;
Where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and
holds a particular local significance, for example because of its beauty,
historic significance, recreational value (including as a playing field),
tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; and
Where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an
extensive tract of land

4.2

In order to be acceptable for designation, green spaces must meet all three criteria.
The production of a Neighbourhood Plan is also a consideration in whether a LGS is
taken forward for inclusion in the plan. Where a neighbourhood plan has reached
submission (Regulation 16) stage at the time of this assessment, the sites have not
been proposed for designation in this plan as they are in a neighbourhood plan which
is at an advanced stage of preparation.

4.3

The review process resulted in a total of 118 LGS being accepted for designation. The
assessment of all sites nominated is set out in Appendix A in alphabetical parish order,
together with the NPPF criteria assessment. The sites that have been accepted are
denoted by ‘Yes’ and green shading in the final column titled ‘Designate in Proposed
Submission?’, the sites that have not been accepted are denoted by ‘No’ and red
shading.

4.4

A reference number has been assigned to each LGS which corresponds with the
reference numbers on the Policies and Inset Maps. Appendix B sets out maps of each
4

settlement showing all the sites nominated for designation with the same colour
coding as the table in appendix A.
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Appendix A - Assessment against National Planning Policy Framework of sites nominated for designation as Local Green Space
LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

A361
A361

Badby Parish Council is preparing a neighbourhood development plan and it is at an advanced stage. It is
considered that it would be more appropriate to designate LGS through the NDP than the Local Plan.

Longdown
Lane

Assessment not
supplied
because site is
not a LGS in
neighbourhood
plan

Assessment not
supplied
because site is
not a LGS in
neighbourhood
plan

Assessment
not supplied
because site is
not a LGS in
neighbourhoo
d plan

N/A

Site is identified
as an important
green space in
the
neighbourhood
plan but is not
shown on the
inset map.

Only the specific
No
designation of
Local Green
Space is captured
on the Part 2
Policies Maps, not
other green
spaces that are
identified through
neighbourhood
plans.

Butchers Lane

Within village
confines, easily

Contains a
chestnut tree

Small village
green within

Yes

N/A

N/A

BADBY
1
2

Pinfold Green
Neneside Close

No
No

BARBY
174

Sports Field

BOUGHTON
3

Chestnut Tree
Green

6

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

4

Boughton
Allotments

Off Howard
Lane

5

The Green

Butcher’s Lane

6

Willow Tree
Green

Butcher’s
Lane/Spring

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

accessible to
public

surrounded by
bench which is
used by the
public
Registered
village green
Used by village
residents for
food
production.

village

Historic
associations as
formerly the
village pound
Registered
village green
Contains village
sign
Plans to install
bench by Parish
Council
Was planted
with willow tree

Located outside
and adjoining
village confines,
accessible off
Howard Lane
Within village
confines in
centre of village,
easily accessible
to public

On the edge of
the village,

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Allotments on
the edge of
the village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small village
green within
village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small village
green on edge

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

7

LP
ref.

7

Name of LGS

Boughton Green

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Close

easily accessible
to public

Moulton Lane

Located outside
village confines
to east of
village,
however, 0.5
miles to village
centre
Car parking
available
opposite church
Not fenced off,
therefore

until recently
of village
(hence name),
now replanted
with a
Millennium Oak.
Well used by
walkers as
PRoW runs
along Spring
Close
Bench installed
by PC
Significant local Green space
historical and
outside village
cultural
significance
Forms part of
setting for
ruined Parish
Church of St
John the Baptist

8

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

This is a historic
green area
between
Boughton and
Moulton which is
also within the
proposed Green
Wedge. It has
also been
identified in the
Boughton Village
Design Statement

Yes

This forms part of
‘Land South of
Moulton Lane’
and is
inappropriate and
unjustified. It has
been promoted
for residential
development
through the local
plan, it does not
benefit from

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

accessible to
public

8

Old Church of St
Johns The Baptist

Boughton
Green &
surrounding
church yard

9

Obelisk Sports
Centre open
space

400 Obelisk
Rise

Outside village
confines,
however, 0.5
miles to village
centre
Car parking
available
opposite church
Gate always
open, therefore
accessible to
public
On the edge of
the village,
outside

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

public access. If it
was included as
part of a larger
allocation it could
be safeguarded
as amenity green
space with public
access.

as a historically
important open
space, providing
views into and
out of the village.

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Historic burial
ground, which is
still in use.
Ruined church is
a scheduled
monument,
churchyard
forms setting

Small church
yard outside
village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Surrounds
Obelisk Centre
which hosts

Green space
on edge of
village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

9

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

10

Obelisk Spinney
Pocket Park

Off Spinney
Close

11

Boughton Pocket
Park

Off Howard
Lane

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

confines,
however, easily
accessible from
within village
and surrounding
housing areas
On the edge of
the village,
outside
confines,
however, easily
accessible from
within village
and surrounding
housing areas
and used as a
footpath
between village
and Obelisk Rise
On the edge of
the village,
outside
confines,
however, easily

many societies
and clubs

Local Wildlife
Site containing
woodland
Designated
Pocket Park
Well used for
walking and
cycling
Maintained by
volunteers

Small green
space on edge
of village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Well used by
community
for walking and
cycling
Contains play

Green space
on edge of
village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

10

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

12

Boughton Rise
Open Space

Dixon
Road/Holly
Lodge Drive

13

Nursery Spinney

Off Vyse Road

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

accessible to
public

equipment,
maze and pond
Used for
education by
local school
Hosts
community
events
Managed by
committee of
local people
Used by local
residents as a
playing field

Outside
Boughton
Village but
within housing
area at
Boughton Rise
Located outside
and adjoining
village confines

Area is tranquil
and contains
mature and
semi-mature
trees and
shrubs,
however, it is

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
on edge of
housing
development

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Woodland on
edge of
village.

No

N/A

Not accessible to
public, therefore
it is considered it
does not meet
criterion 2

No

11

LP
ref.

165

Name of LGS

Martin Moore
Woods

Address

Off Brampton
Lane

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

Located a
distance outside
village confines,
opposite
Buckton Fields
development
close to
Brampton
Valley Way

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
within the
grounds
Boughton Hall
Park and not
accessible to
the public.
Areas of
woodland
planted in 2006
as part of River
Nene Regional
Park initiative

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Site is 5ha in
extent,
considered to
be an
extensive tract
of land

No

Although the site
is extensive and
outside the
village confines, it
is close to new
housing being
constructed and
will be an
important
community
recreation
resource.

Yes

12

Request that site
is reconsidered. It
is an important
open space,
located close to
one of the SUEs.
There will be a
significant
amount of
development at
Buckton Fields
which is close to
the site and the
Parish would urge
the importance of
further protection
to this area
considering the

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

eventual delivery
of over 1000
dwellings.

CREATON
168

Churchyard

Violet Lane

Located outside
the confines on
the edge of the
village

173

School Grounds

Violet Lane

Located within
confines close
to the centre of
village

A quiet area of
open space
which is used as
an active burial
ground and has
historical
significance.
Included in the
Creaton VDS as
an important
space.
Although it is
within the
village and
easily
accessible,
access is limited
to pupils and
staff. Included

Church
graveyard on
edge of
village.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation,
however the area
occupied by the
church will be
excluded.

Yes

School
grounds which
are not
extensive

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

Site is not
accessible to the
general public.
Designation of
the site could
restrict future
development and
expansion of the

No

13

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

169

Grounds of
Creaton Lodge

The Green

Located outside
and adjacent to
the confines

170

Paddocks and
Central Open
Space

Welford Road

Located outside
the confines on
the edge of the
village on both
sides of the

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
in the Creaton
VDS as an
important
space.
Private grounds
of Creaton
Lodge. House is
historic and the
grounds are
attractively
landscaped,
however, they
are not open to
the public on a
regular basis.
Included in the
Creaton VDS as
an important
space.
Paddocks and
pastureland
which can be
viewed from
footpaths and

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

school.

Large private
garden but not
an extensive
tract of land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

This is a private
garden with no
public access and
is not
considered to
meet criterion 2.

No

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2

Nominated for
inclusion.

Lack of public
access to areas of
paddocks means
that the site does
not meet

No

14

LP
ref.

166

Name of LGS

Village Green

Address

The Green

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

main road.

the main road.
However, there
is no public
access.
Evocative of
when many
houses owned
small grazing
plots and add to
the village’s
visual character.
Included in the
Creaton VDS as
an important
space.
A central green
space which
contains trees,
including the
Jubilee Oak and
seats. Used for
village events.
Included in the
Creaton VDS as

Located within
confines in the
centre of village

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Village green
within village.

15

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

consultation

criterion 2.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation.

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

171

Little Creaton

Grooms Lane

Located outside
the confines but
within walking
distance of the
village.

167

Playing Field

Brixworth
Road

Located outside
the confines on
the edge of the
village.

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
an important
space.
Fields contain
earthworks
which are the
remains of a
deserted
medieval
hamlet. Can be
viewed from
road but no
public access.
Lack of
interpretation.
Included in the
Creaton VDS as
an important
space.
Leased and run
by a committee
as a recreational
resource,
contains play
area and is used

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

A relatively
large tract of
land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

Combination of
size and lack of
public access and
interpretation
means that it
does not meet
NPPF criteria 2
and 3.

No

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation.

Yes

16

LP
ref.

172

Name of LGS

Orchards

Address

Welford Road
and Teeton
Lane

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

for events and
school sports
day.
Included in the
Creaton VDS as
an important
space.
Two orchards,
Contribute
both outside the towards the
confines, but
village’s visual
within walking
quality and
distance.
spaciousness,
however there
is no public
access and they
can only be
partially seen
from the roads.
Included in the
Creaton VDS as
an important
space.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

These areas
are not
extensive
tracts of land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Lack of access
and opportunities
for public
appreciation
means that the
sites do not meet
NPPF criterion 2.

No

17

Nominated for
inclusion.

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Extensive grass
No
verge which is not
considered
demonstrably
special to the
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criteria 2 and 3
Playing field not
No
accessible to
general public,
therefore it is
considered does
not meet
criterion 1
Park is mainly
No
hard surfaced
therefore not
green space,
contrary to
definition of LGS

DAVENTRY
14

Linear Stretch of
Land

A45

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Wide grass
verge

Extensive
grass verge

No

N/A

15

Ashby Fields
Primary School

Ashby Fields
Primary School

Used by school
children, but
not accessible
to general
public

School playing
field within
town

No

N/A

16

Buscot Park Way
Pocket Park

Buscot Park
Way

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area. Playing
field only
accessible from
within school.
Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Play area used
by children

Small park
mainly hard
surfaced

No

N/A

18

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

17

Daneholme
Allotments

Welton Road

Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area.

Town based
allotments.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

18

Drayton
Allotments

Off School
Street

Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area.

Town based
allotments.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

19

Drayton Park

Heartlands
Business Park

Located in
town, within
employment
area

Used by
residents for
food
production.
Beneficial for
health and wellbeing.
Wildlife
habitats.
Used by
residents for
food
production.
Beneficial for
health and wellbeing.
Wildlife
habitats.
Green space
within
employment
area used by
workers

Amenity green
area within
employment
area

No

N/A

Site only likely to
be used by
workers in the
employment
area, and
therefore unlikely

No

19

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

20

Danetre &
Southbrook
Learning Village

Hawke Road

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Areas of grass
surrounding
Danetre &
Southbrook
Learning Village

21

Hardwick Hall
Way Pocket Park

Hardwick Hall
Way

Located in
town, adjacent
to

Play area used
by children

22

Northern Valley
Park

A361

Located on edge
of town, close
to residential

Well used linear
green space

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Extensive
grass verges

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

No

N/A

Small park
mainly hard
surfaced

No

N/A

A large area of
informal open
space

No

Site should be
reassessed and
included as LGS

20

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

to be considered
special to the
wider general
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criteria 1 and 2
Extensive grass
verges which are
not demonstrably
special to the
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criteria 2 and 3
Park is mainly
hard surfaced
therefore not
green space,
contrary to
definition of LGS
Despite being a
large area of
open space, it is

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

No

No

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

areas

or Local Open
Space (NPPF para
74).

23

Linear stretch of
land

Northern Way

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Linear green
walkway

Extensive
green area

No

N/A

24

Parker E-Act
Academy

Ashby Road

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Playing field
used by
students, but
not accessible
to general
public

Playing fields
within town

No

N/A

25

Snowshill Close
Pocket Park

Snowshill Close Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Play area used
by children

Small park
mainly hard
surfaced

No

N/A

21

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

demonstrably
special to the
community, being
well used and
located close to
existing and
proposed
residential areas.
An extensive area
of land, which it is
considered does
not meet
criterion 3
Playing field not
accessible to
general public,
therefore it is
considered does
not meet criteria
1and 2
Park is mainly
hard surfaced
therefore not
green space,

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

No

No

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

26

Linear stretch of
land

South Way

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Grass verge
bordering South
Way

Extensive
grass verge

No

N/A

27

Staverton Road
Allotments

Staverton
Road

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Town based
allotments.

Yes

N/A

28

The Grange
Schools

Staverton
Road

Located in
town, next to

Used by
residents for
food
production.
Beneficial for
health and wellbeing.
Wildlife
habitats.
Green space
between school

contrary to
definition of
what can
constitute a LGS
in the NPPF
Extensive grass
No
verge which is not
demonstrably
special to the
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criteria 2 and 3
N/A
Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

22

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

the Grange
School and
adjacent to a
residential area.

and housing
area. Used for
sport and
recreation.
Beneficial for
health and
wellbeing.
Used by
residents for
food
production.
Beneficial for
health and wellbeing.
Wildlife
habitats.
Burial ground
that is still in
use. Only
cemetery in the
town.
Wildlife
habitats.
Large grass and

29

Welton Road
Allotments

Welton Road

Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area and town
centre.

30

Welton Road
Cemetery

Welton Road

Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area and town
centre.

31

Admirals Way

Admirals Way

Located on the

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Town based
allotments.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Town based
cemetery.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Extensive area

No

Site should be

An extensive area

No

23

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

edge of town,
between
residential areas
and Borough
Hill
Located outside
the town, but
close to
residential areas

woodland used
by public for
informal
recreation

of rough
grassland

Large area of
informal
grassland used
by public for
informal
recreation. Also
a scheduled
monument and
parts are of
biodiversity
importance.
Two areas of
open space,
used extensively
by community
for sport and
recreation.
Play area used
by children

Extensive area
of rough
grassland

32

Borough Hill
Country Park

Borough Hall
Somerby Road

33

Braunston and
Morning Star
Road

Braunston and
Morning Star
Road

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

34

Charlecot Way
Pocket Park

Charlecot Way

Located in
town, adjacent

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

of land, which
does not meet
criterion 3

No

reassessed and
included as LGS
or Local Open
Space (NPPF para
74).
N/A

An extensive area
of land, which
does not meet
criterion 3

No

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small park
mainly hard

No

N/A

Park is mainly
hard surfaced

No

24

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

to residential
area.

35

Christchurch
Drive and Ruskin
Road

Christchurch
Drive and
Ruskin Road

Located in
town, within a
residential area.
Adjacent to
local shops.

36

Daneholme Park

Daneholme
Avenue

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

37

Daventry &
District Golf Club

Norton Way

Located on edge
of town, close

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

therefore not
green space,
contrary to
definition of
what can
constitute a LGS
in the NPPF
N/A

Yes

Green area
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

An extensive
area of land

No

N/A

An extensive area
of land, which

No

surfaced

Open space
containing
basketball hoop.
Used
extensively for
recreation and
sport.
Historic green
space which
was formerly a
garden for a
large country
house.
Used for
recreation.
Local golf
course, open to

25

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

to residential
areas

all. Adjacent to
Borough Hill
scheduled
monument.
Used by local
sports clubs and
organisations
for formal sport
and recreation

used as a golf
course

An area of
formal sports
facilities
within the
town

No

Site should be
reassessed and
included as LGS
or Local Open
Space (NPPF para
74).

Country park
comprising a
variety of

Extensive area
of water and
green space

No

N/A

38

Daventry &
District Sports
Club

Western
Avenue

Located in
town, close to
residential areas

39

Daventry Country
Park

Northern Way

Located in
town, close to
residential areas

26

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

does not meet
criterion 3

Future
development of
the site for sport
and recreation
could be
hampered by a
LGS designation,
for example any
proposals to
expand the
changing facilities
for indoor
recreation,
therefore not
considered
appropriate for
designation.
An extensive area
of land, which
does not meet

No

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

40

Daventry Parish
Church Yard

Abbey
Street/Church
Walk/Vicar
Lane

Located in town
centre.

41

Daventry Sports
Park

A425/ Browns
Road

Located outside
town boundary
but close to
residential and
employment
areas.

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

habitats, used
by local
residents and
visitors.
Important for
biodiversity and
a designated
conservation
area.
Historic
churchyard
which was the
site of a 12th
century Priory.
Forms setting
for listed
church.
Multi-functional
sports park.
Used
extensively by
organisations,
clubs and
children for

managed as a
country park.

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

criterion 3

Church yard
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Sports park on
edge of town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

27

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

42

Dewar Drive Play
Area

Dewar Drive

43

Drayton
Reservoir/Sailing
Club

A361

44

Eastern Way
Village Green

Eastern Way

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

Located in
town, within a
residential area.
Footpath link to
Furnace Drive
Green Space.
Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area and the
town centre.
Adjacent to site
3 and 5.

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
sport and
recreation.
Green space
within housing
estate,
containing play
area and
seating.
Green areas
bordering
Drayton
Reservoir. Used
by anglers,
sailing club &
walkers.
Historic green
space which
formed part of
Grammar
School playing
fields.
Extensively used
for recreation,
walking and

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green areas
bordering an
extensive area
of water
space.

No

N/A

An extensive area
of land, which
does not meet
criterion 3

No

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

28

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

45

Ericsson Close
Play Area

Ericsson Close

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

46

Fishponds Open
Space

Off Southway

Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area.

47

Fraser Close and
Norton Road

Fraser
Close/Norton
Road

48

Fusilier Road
Children’s Play

Fusilier Road

Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area.
Located in
town, within a

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
games.
Classified as a
Village Green.
Green space
used for
informal sport
and recreation.
Historic green
space which
was formerly
the site of the
Abbey’s
fishponds.
Multi-functional
space, used for
informal sport,
recreation and
walking.
Green space
containing trees
and bordered
by footpaths.
Green space
containing play

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

29

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

Area
49

Grovelands Road
Playing Field

Grovelands
Road

50

Hood Road
Children’s Play
Area

Hood Road

51

Horncastle Close
Green Space

Horncastle
Close

52

The
Inlands/Burtons
Meadow Green
Space

The
Inlands/Burton
s Meadows

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

residential area.

equipment and
trees.
Extensively used
for information
recreation.
Contains play
area.

Located in
town, within a
residential area,
adjacent to
Northampton
college site.
Located in
town, within a
residential area,
adjacent to
Danetre School.
Located in
town, within a
residential area.

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
containing play
area.

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
containing
trees, used
extensively for
informal
recreation.
Historic green
space which
was formerly
Burton’s
Meadows, the

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

30

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

53

Kelmarsh Mews
Pocket Park

Kelmarsh
Mews

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

54

Kentle Wood

Kentle Wood

Located on edge
of town
adjacent to
employment
area.

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
Manor
Fishponds and a
farm. Also site
of historic
stream.
Informal green
space used for
leisure and
recreation.
Wildlife
habitats.
Small green
space
containing play
area.
Linear strip of
woodland
donated by
landowner, now
managed by the
Woodland
Trust.
Used
extensively by

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
on edge of
town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

31

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

55

Land bordering
Danetre &
Southbrook
Learning Village

Danetre &
Southbrook
Learning
Village

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

walkers.
Danetre &
Southbrook
Learning Village
playing fields

56

Livingstone Road
Green Space

Livingstone
Road

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

57

Marston Way
Open Green
Space

Marston Way

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

58

Mayfield Park

Royal Oak
Way/Taper

Located in
town, within a

Green space
planted with
trees and
shrubs.
Wildlife
habitats.
Green space
containing play
equipment.
Used
extensively by
walkers and
children.
Green space
containing

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Extensive
grass verges

No

N/A

No

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

Extensive grass
verges which are
not demonstrably
special to the
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criteria 2 and 3
N/A

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

32

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

Way

residential area,
close to
employment
area.

woodland,
sports fields and
play area.
Used
extensively by
walkers, local
groups and
clubs and
children for
recreation and
sport.
Wildlife habitat.
Buffer between
residential and
employment
areas.
Small green
spaces
containing play
equipment.
Historic setting
of town. Only
formal park in
Daventry. Used

59

Middleton Road
Pocket Parks

Middleton
Road

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

60

New Street
Recreation
Ground

New Street

Located in
town, on the
edge of the
town centre and

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

33

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

close to
residential
areas.
Located in
town, within a
residential area.

extensively by
residents and
for town events.
Historic former
brook, now
green footpath
link between
Norton Road
and Country
Park.
Play area used
by children

61

Norton
Close/Eastern
Way Path

Norton
Close/Eastern
Way

62

Packwood Close
Pocket Park

Packwood
Close

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

63

Packwood Close
Pocket Park

Packwood
Close

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

Play area used
by children

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small park
mainly hard
surfaced

No

N/A

No

Small park
mainly hard
surfaced

No

N/A

Park is mainly
hard surfaced
therefore not
green space,
contrary to
definition of
what can
constitute a LGS
in the NPPF
Park is mainly
hard surfaced
therefore not
green space,
contrary to

34

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

64

Preston Drive,
Lang Farm Open
Green Space

Preston Drive,
Lang Farm

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

65

Roman Road Play
Area

Roman Way

66

Sedgemoor Way
Open Green
Space

Sedgemoor
Way

Located in
town, within
residential area.
Located in
town, within a
residential area.

67

St Catherine’s
Close/Western
Avenue Open
Green Space

St Catherine’s
Close/Western
Avenue

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

68

Stafford
Close/Western

Stafford Close

Located in
town, within a

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

Green space
used extensively
for informal
recreation and
leisure.
Green space
containing play
area and trees.
Green space
used extensively
for informal
recreation and
leisure.
Green space
used extensively
for informal
recreation and
leisure.
Green space
used extensively

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

definition of
what can
constitute a LGS
in the NPPF
N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

35

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

Avenue Open
Green Space

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

residential area.

for informal
recreation and
leisure.
Contains play
area.
Green space
used extensively
for informal
recreation and
leisure.
Green space
containing play
area.
Green space
used by the
community.
Footpath link to
Dewar Play
Area.
Grass verge
alongside road

69

Stefen Hill Open
Green Space

Stefen Hill

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

70

Tadcaster Close
Children’s Play
Area
Taper
Way/Furnace
Drive Green
Space

Tadcaster
Close

Located in
town, within a
residential area.
Located in
town, within a
residential area.

Thames Road
linear tract of
green space

Thames Road

71

72

Taper
Way/Furnace
Drive

Located in
town, adjacent
to residential
area.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Extensive
grass verge

No

N/A

Extensive grass
No
verge which is not
demonstrably
special to the
public, therefore

36

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

73

The Grange
Green Space

The Grange

74

The
Hollows/Jubilee
Road Open Green
Space

The
Hollows/Jubile
e Road

75

The Leam
Children’s Play
Area
The Severn
Children’s Play

The Leam

76

The Severn

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

Located in
town, within a
residential area,
adjacent to the
Grange School
and Tamar
Square local
shopping area.
Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area

Located in
town, within a
residential area.
Located in
town, adjacent

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

Green space
containing play
area. Used for
sport and
recreation.

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

it is considered
does not meet
criteria 2 and 3
N/A

Contains
children’s play
area, used by
residents for
leisure,
recreation,
sports and
events
Green space
containing play
area.
Play area used
by children

Green space
within town

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small park
with much

No

N/A

Park contains a
lot of hard

No

37

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

Area

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

to residential
area.

77

The Witham
Green Space

The Witham

78

Western Avenue
to London Road
Green Corridor

Western
Avenue to
London Road

79

Wimborne Place
Open Green
Space

Wimborne
Place

Located in
town, within a
residential area.
Located in
town, within a
residential area.

Located in
town, within a
residential area.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

surfacing
therefore not
green space,
contrary to
definition of
what can
constitute a LGS
in the NPPF
N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

hard surfacing

Green space
containing play
area.
Wooded green
link between
Western
Avenue and
London Road.
Contains play
area.
Wildlife habitat.
Green space
used extensively
by local children
for informal
sport and

38

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

80

Worcester Way
Pocket Park

Worcester
Way

Located in
town, adjacent
to a residential
area.

81

Yeomanry Way
linear tract of
land/green
corridor

Yeomanry Way

Located in town

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
recreation.
Contains play
area and
equipment.
Green space
containing
woodland,
shrubs and
trees. Used
extensively by
local community
for informal
recreation and
leisure. Forms
buffer to A45.
Grass verges
alongside road

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Green space
within town.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Extensive
grass verge

No

N/A

Extensive grass
verges which are
not demonstrably
special to the
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criteria 2 and 3

No
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LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Used by village
residents for
food production

Allotments
within and
adjacent to
village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Historic area of
the village,
important to
the character
and setting of
Great Brington

Green space
within village

Yes

Land can only
been seen from
public highway. It
is already
protected by
inclusion in the
Conservation
Area and is used
for agricultural

Site is still
considered to
meet the NPPF
criteria as well as
being an integral
historic green
space within the
village.

Yes

GREAT BRINGTON & LITTLE BRINGTON
140

Allotments, Great
Brington

Back Lane and
to rear of Old
and New
Rectory, Great
Brington

141

Orchards and
pasture, Great
Brington

Back Lane,
Great Brington

Two areas of
allotments, land
off Back Lane is
within the
village. Land to
the rear of the
Old and New
Rectory is
outside and
adjacent to
confines so
easily accessible
Various
orchards and
grazing
paddocks within
the village

40

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

142

Orchard and
Grazing Pasture,
Great Brington

Rear of New
Rectory, Coach
House, Walnut
Cottage,
Ridgway House

On the edge of
the village,
footpath runs
alongside site

143

Kimbell’s Field,

Back Lane,

On the edge of

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

Used as an
orchard and
grazing pasture.
Provides setting
for Church and
Old Rectory.
Wildlife
benefits.
Recreation area,

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

Area of
orchards and
pasture on
edge of
village.

No

purposes in
keeping with the
village. NPPF
paragraph 77 is
not the only
consideration.
The sustainability
of local
communities also
needs to be taken
into account,
including allowing
space for organic
growth beyond
2029.
N/A

Largest of the

Yes

N/A

41

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Not fully
accessible to
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criteria 1 and 2

No

N/A

Yes

LP
ref.

144

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Great Brington

Great Brington

the village, two
entrances off
Back Lane.
easily accessible
to public.

used by
residents for
walking, play
and events.

Playing Field,
Little Brington

Adj. Little
Brington
Primary
School, Little
Brington

On the edge of
the village,
adjacent to
primary school,
easily accessible
to public.

Only green area
in parish with
children’s play
area, also
contains playing
field.

areas
nominated in
Great
Brington,
however,
compact and
well defined
recreation
ground on
edge of
village.
Playing field
on edge of
village

Red House
Lane

Located outside
and adjoining
village

Used by village
residents for
food production,
currently fully
let

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

HANNINGTON
83

Allotments

Allotments on
edge of
village

42

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

84

Mallards Wood

Walgrave Road

On the edge of
the village,
however, not
accessible to
public at the
moment.

85

Pocket Park

Holcot Road

Located outside
and adjoining
village

86

Corner of Bridle
Road

Main Street

Within village
confines

Former village
tip, planted in
2013 as
woodland. Will
be an area for
quiet
contemplation
when trees have
matured.
Pocket park
containing
woodland,
seating and
information
boards
Green area
within village,
however, no
demonstrated
that it is special
to the
community.

87

Springfields

Between

Strip of land

Regularly used

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Small area of
woodland
outside
village.

No

N/A

Not accessible to
public, therefore
it is not
considered to
meet criteria 1
and 2

No

Small area of
informal
green space
on edge of
village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

A small green
area within
village

No

N/A

No

Narrow strip

Yes

N/A

Not
demonstrated
that green space
is special to
community,
therefore does
not meet criterion
2.
N/A

43

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Springfields &
6 Main Street

within village,
located off Main
Street, PRoW
runs through it,
therefore easily
accessible to
public

by walkers,
contains PRoW

of land within
village.

Contain trees,
village notice
board and
fingerpost
Only one
contains post
box, salt box
and fingerpost
(others are
more like
highway verges
and not
included in
designation)

Small areas of
green space
within village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small village
green within
village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

HELLIDON
163

The Green

Opposite Red
Lion PH

Three greens at
village entrance,
opposite pub.

164

Post Box Green

Catesby End

Village green
within village
bounded by
Catesby Lane
and Stockwell
Lane

44

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation
N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation.

Yes

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation.

Yes

Not an
extensive tract
of land

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation.

Yes

Small green on

N/A,

Nominated for

The site meets

Yes

HOLCOT
175

Allotments

Moulton Road

Located on the
edge of the
village within
walking distance

Used by local
allotment
community.

Not an
extensive tract
of land

176

Old School

Main Street

Located in
centre of village
adjacent to
church and
church room.

Small village
green within
village

177

Playing Field

Back Lane

Located on
southern edge
of the village

178

Washbrook

Sywell Road

Located on the

Accessible to
public at all
times. Contains
seating, trees
and flagpole.
Used for village
events.
Accessible to
public at all
times. Contains
play and picnic
areas. Used for
events and
fundraising.
Accessible to

45

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

edge of the
village within
walking distance

public at all
times. Historic
village pond
previously used
for washing and
watering
animals.
Contains seating
Village green at
crossroads.
Accessible to
public at all
times and used
by residents,
walkers and
cyclists.
Contains
seating, post
box and trees.
Existing
churchyard is
almost full and
the overspill will
be needed in

edge of
village.

nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

inclusion.

the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation.

Not an
extensive tract
of land

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation.

Yes

Not an
extensive tract
of land

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2

Nominated for
inclusion.

This area is
vacant open
space and
although it will be
used for burial in

No

179

Crossroads Green

Brixworth
Road/Moulton
Road

Located in
centre of village
at crossroads of

180

Church Overspill

Main Street

Located within
village next to
the existing
churchyard

46

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

the near future

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

consultation

the future, it is
not considered to
meet NPPF
criterion 2 at
present.

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

KILSBY
181

Ridge and furrow
fields

Various

Located outside
confines, within
walking
distance.

Ridge and
furrow are the
non-designated
medieval
remains of an
open field
system, they are
rare and valued
by residents as
part of the
village’s
heritage.
Accessible via
public
footpaths.

Agricultural
fields that are
extensive
tracts of land.

47

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Requests that the
ridge and furrow
outside Kilsby be
covered as
important
features in the
local plan, they
are noted in the
neighbourhood
plan.

The fields are
extensive tracts
of land and
therefore
contrary to
criterion 3. It is
not appropriate
to restrict
agricultural
activities on a
non-designated
asset. The
neighbourhood
plan contains
policy K6

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

‘Protecting
character, form
and setting of
Kilsby Village’
which would
enable these
factors to be
taken into
account in
decision making.
One of the fields
has recently been
ploughed for
crops.

LONG BUCKBY
88

Long Buckby
Recreation
Ground

Station Road

Recreation
ground within
village confines,
surrounded by
housing, two
accesses, open
to public at all
times

Contains play
equipment
Regularly used
by residents and
visitors

Recreation
ground within
village

48

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

89

Mill Park Reserve

West Street

Located outside
confines within
10 minute walk
of village

Used by
residents for
informal
recreation, run
by volunteers

Semi natural
green space
on edge of
village

No

N/A

No

90

Cotton End Park

Cotton End

Located outside
confines to the
east of the
village, open to
public at all
times

Used by
community for
education,
informal leisure
and events.
Contains
orchard, picnic
area, activity
trail and wildlife
areas including
a pond. Grazing
sheep.
Managed by
volunteers.

A moderate
sized green
space.

Yes

Parish Council
request that site
is removed
following
discussions with
the Trust.

Considered that
Local Nature
Reserve
designation
already provides
protection,
therefore should
not be
designated.
Agree to
delete Coton End
Park.

49

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Located outside
and adjoining
village confines

Agricultural field
with footpath
running through
it
Used regularly
by residents for
walking and
informal
recreation. Has
not been
farmed for
many years.

An extensive
agricultural
field on edge
of village
Field
comprising
semi natural
green space
outside
confines.

No

N/A

No

Yes

N/A

An extensive area
of land, which
does not meet
criterion 3
N/A

Used by village
residents for
food production

Allotments on
edge of village

Yes

Criterion B is not
satisfied; LGS
must satisfy all
three criteria.
They would be
protected by

Allotments have
been accepted as
LGS through NPs
and in other
villages through
the Part 2 Local

Yes

MOULTON
91

Green Area

92

Green Area

Between
Marsh Spinney
and Kettering
Road
Adjacent to
Nature
Reserve,
Thorpeville/
Ashley Lane

93

Moulton
Allotments

Off Rose Tree
Close

Located outside
confines to the
south of the
village, accessed
via Crowfields
Common Local
Nature Reserve,
with which it
shares common
characteristics.
Located outside
and adjoining
confines

50

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

other policies,
including ENV4
and CF1. Any
development
would necessitate
re-provision
elsewhere in
Moulton, which
Moulton College
would facilitate.
Site should be
removed.

Plan. Many
others are run by
the parish council
and have waiting
lists.

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation,
however, it is
recommended
that the
designated area
does not cover

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

NASEBY
182

Village Hall
Recreation
Ground

Haselbech
Road

Located outside
the confines but
close to the
village, within
walking
distance.

Both the hall
and recreation
ground are used
by residents for
informal
recreation, dog
walking, sports
and events. Also
contains a play
area and sports

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

51

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

court.

183

Allotments

Off High Street

Located outside
and adjoining
confines.

Used by local
residents to
grow fruit and
vegetables.

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

184

Obelisk

Clipston Road

Located outside
confines north
of the village
hall and
recreation
ground.

Obelisk is of
national
significance and
marks the Battle
of Naseby. It
occupies the
site of a former
windmill and is
a statutory
listed structure.

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

52

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation
N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

Nominated for
inclusion.

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

the car park and
buildings in the
southern part of
the site.
The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation
The Obelisk is a
listed structure
and therefore
statutorily
protected. The
purpose of the
designation is to
recognise spaces
that the local
community value,
including those of
historical
significance. The
site is within

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

185

Woodland to rear
of allotments

Off High Street

Located outside
the confines
and adjacent to
the allotments.

186

Cromwell
Monument

Clipston Road

Located well
outside confines
north of the
A14. Walking
time around 20
minutes.

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

Contributes to
character and
views and
attracts wildlife.
A public
footpath runs
along the edge
of the site but it
is private land
and not
accessible to
the public.
Monument is of
national
significance and
marks the Battle
of Naseby. It is a
statutory listed
structure.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion by
Naseby Parish
Council.

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

53

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

walking distance
of the village and
is set within an
attractive green
space.
Although the site
contributes to the
setting of the
village it is not
publicly
accessible and
does not meet
criterion 2.

The Monument is
a listed structure
and therefore
statutorily
protected. The
purpose of the
designation is to

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

No

No

LP
ref.

187

Name of LGS

Fairfax Viewpoint

Address

Clipston Road

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

Located outside
confines north
of the A14. Is
accessible by
foot but is most
commonly
accessed by car

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

The purpose of
the viewpoint is
to provide wide
ranging views
across the
Battlefield.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

54

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

recognise spaces
that the local
community value,
including those of
historical
significance.
However, the
distance from the
village means
that it does not
meet criterion 1.
Although the
view from the
platform is
significant, the
platform and site
are not of
themselves
demonstrably
special, therefore
it does not meet
criterion 2.

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Previously used
as allotments
but recently
acquired in
response to
need for village
allotments. All
allotments let
with a waiting
list. Located
next to playing
fields.
Used as a village
playing field and
play area.
Accessible from
a public
footpath and
Preston Capes
Road. Located
next to
allotments.

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation

Yes

Not an
extensive tract
of land.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

Nominated for
inclusion.

The site meets
the NPPF criteria
and is considered
suitable for
designation

Yes

NEWNHAM
188

Allotments

Coronation
Road

Located outside
and adjoining
the confines.
Accessed via a
path from
Coronation
Road and the
playing fields. A
public footpath
runs alongside
the site.

189

Playing Field

Preston Capes
Road

Located outside
and adjoining
confines.

55

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Site contains
the Millennium
Oak and bulbs
planted by the
local
community.
Allows views of
local landmarks
including church
and war
memorial.
Used for events.
Contains war
memorial, used
on
Remembrance
Sunday.
Centrally
located within
village,
contributes to
characteristic

Small village
green within
village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small village
green within
village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small green
verge within
village

No

N/A

Not
demonstrated
that green space
is special to
community,

No

NORTON
94

Village Green

Daventry Road

In centre of
village, easily
accessible to
public

95

War Memorial
Green

Daventry Road

In centre of
village, easily
accessible to
public

96

Open Space

Daventry Road

Within village
confines

56

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

open feel

97

Open Spaces

Daventry Road

Within village
confines

98

Bus Stop Green

Daventry Road

Within village
confines

99

Beer Garden

Daventry Road

Within village
confines

Unenclosed
private front
gardens.
Centrally
located within
village,
contribute to
characteristic
open feel
Centrally
located within
village. Small
grass verge used
to wait for bus,
contribute to
characteristic
open feel
Centrally
located within
village. Pub beer

Green verges
within village

No

N/A

Small grass
verge

No

N/A

Small area of
landscaping

No

N/A

57

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

therefore it is
considered does
not meet
criterion 2.
Not
No
demonstrated
that green space
is special to
community,
therefore it is
considered does
not meet
criterion 2.
Not demonstrated No
that green space
is special to
community,
therefore it is
considered does
not meet criterion
2.
Not fully
No
accessible to
public, therefore

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

it is considered
does not meet
criterion 1
No change.

garden fronting
road.
100

Graveyard

Daventry Road

Graveyard to All
Saint’s Church
on edge of
village, easily
accessible to
public

Burial ground,
wildlife and
quiet
contemplation.
Provides setting
for listed church
and tomb.

Church
graveyard on
edge of village

Yes

101

Gardens of
Manor Gardens

Off Daventry
Road

On the edge of
the village,
outside confines

Landscaped
private gardens

Green area on
edge of village

No

No objection to
the designation,
however, it is
considered to be
unnecessary. It
has various
community uses
in addition to its
use as a burial
site and is
unlikely to be an
attractive
development site.
N/A

102

Paddock

Off Daventry
Road

On the edge of
the village,

Open field
outside

Green area on
edge of village

No

N/A

58

Not fully
accessible to
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criterion 1
Not fully
accessible to

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

No

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

outside confines

confines, used
for village
events but not
generally
accessible to
public
Wooded area
outside confines

103

Woodland and
tree lined avenue

Off Daventry
Road

On the edge of
the village,
outside confines

104

Norton Hall
Grounds

Off Daventry
Road

Outside
confines

105

Old Vicarage
Gardens

Off the
Broadway

Outside
confines

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criterion 1

Relatively
large wooded
area outside
village

No

N/A

Private gardens
outside village.
Provides setting
to church.

Large private
garden
outside village

No

N/A

Private gardens
outside village.
Not generally

Large private
garden
outside village

No

N/A

59

Not fully
accessible to
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criterion 1. Also
an extensive area
which does not
meet criterion 3.
Not fully
accessible to
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criterion 1
Not fully
accessible to
public, therefore

No

No

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

106

Weedon Lane
Triangle

Weedon Lane

On the edge of
the village

107

Weedon Lane
Vantage Point

Weedon Lane

On the edge of
the village

108

Jack’s Patch Play
Area

Gouldens View

On edge of
village, accessed
off Gouldens
View

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
accessible to
public except
for open garden
events.
Grass verge
containing salt
box

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

it is considered
does not meet
criterion 1
Small grass
verge

No

N/A

Grass verges
containing
bench

Grass verges

No

N/A

Contains play
equipment and
is the only play
area in the

Small play
area on edge
of village.

Yes

N/A

60

Not demonstrated
that green space
is special to
community,
therefore it is
considered does
not meet criterion
2.
Not demonstrated
that green space
is special to
community,
therefore it is
considered does
not meet criterion
2.
N/A

No

No

Yes

LP
ref.

109

Name of LGS

Allotments

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

Daventry Road
& Weedon
Lane

Located on the
edge of the
village

Ass Bank

Sywell Road
and to Court
Farm Lane

Highlands &
Young Spinney

Court Farm
Lane

Outside
confines of
village but
adjacent to
residential areas

Parsons Wood

Court Farm
Lane/

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
village.
An important
facility for the
southern end of
Norton.
Named after
former local
resident.
Used by village
residents for
food
production.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Allotments on
edge of village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Relatively
large wooded
area outside
village,
adjacent to
residential
areas.

No

Should be
included. There is
no requirement
for public access
in the NPPF, nor
does it include a
definition of
‘extensive’. The
wooded areas

The wood to the
east of the track
is accessible to
the public and is
used regularly by
residents of
Overstone and
Sywell. The area
to the west of the

Yes

OVERSTONE
112/
193

Large areas of
woodlands,
accessible to
public, used for
walks and have
biodiversity
interest

61

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

113

Overstone Park

Sywell Road,
Church Lane,
Billing Lane,
Court Farm
Lane

Outside
confines on
edge of village

114

Cow Pasture
Spinney

Sywell Road

Located outside
village,
accessible from
a PRoW next to

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

Accessible to
residents of
Overstone Park
and village
residents via
lanes
Area of
woodland, used
regularly for
walking.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

within the
Overstone village
envelope as
agreed by DDC
set the character
and place of the
village. Without
trees bordering
the stone wall
along Sywell Road
the character of
the village would
be lost.

track is not
accessible to the
public, with
access restricted
by a locked gate
(193). Agree to
designate area to
east of track (ref.
112).

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Large area of
parkland

No

N/A

An extensive area
which does not
meet criterion 3.

No

Wooded area
outside
village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

62

LP
ref.

115

Name of LGS

Gas House
Spinney

Address

Off Sywell
Road

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

the primary
school
Outside
confines on
edge of village

Historic cow
pasture.
Accessible to
residents of
Overstone Park
and others on
occasion

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Area of
woodland

No

Viewable from
Sywell Road and
parts of the Park,
however, apart
from forming part
of the setting to
the church, it is
accessible to the
general public,
therefore it is not
considered to
meet criterion 2.

No

63

Should be
included. There is
no requirement
for public access
in the NPPF, nor
does it include a
definition of
‘extensive’. The
wooded areas
within the
Overstone village
envelope as
agreed by DDC
set the character
and place of the
village. Without
trees bordering
the stone wall
along Sywell Road
the character of
the village would
be lost.

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

116

Church
Lane/Beech
Avenue

Off Sywell
Road

Outside
confines on
edge of village

Accessible to
residents to a
point just
beyond the
Church. Beyond
that only
accessible to
residents of
Overstone Park
and people with
grazing rights.

Avenue and
wide verges
from village to
Overstone Hall

No

Church Lane and
the Beech Avenue
are country lanes
connecting Sywell
Road via the
Church to
Overstone Hall.
This walk was
available until
DDC gated the
lane at the cattle
grid.

No

117

Holly Lodge Farm

Off Sywell
Road

Outside
confines on
edge of village

Arable farmland
containing
footpaths, used
for walks

Extensive
arable fields
outside
confines

No

There is no
requirement for
public access in
the NPPF, nor
does it include a

The avenue as far
as the Church is
publicly
accessible,
however, beyond
the church and
cattle grid, the
land is gated to
the general
public. However,
although it forms
part of the setting
of the listed
church it is not
considered that it
is sufficiently
special to meet
criterion 2.
Not fully
accessible
although there
are two public
footpaths running

64

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

definition of
‘extensive’. Why
can’t agricultural
land be classed as
LGS as it is at the
rear of houses
along Sywell
Road?

118

Playing Fields,
rear of Overstone
Primary School

Sywell Road

Playing fields
located outside
and adjoining
village to rear of
primary school.
Accessible via
PRoW.

Contains play
equipment and
multi-use games
area for use by
primary school
and residents.

Playing field
on edge of
village.

65

Yes

N/A

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

through it to Cow
Pasture Spinney.
It is actively
farmed
agricultural land
and in itself, it is
not considered to
be demonstrably
special to the
public, therefore
it is not
considered to
meet criterion 2.
Also an extensive
field which does
not meet
criterion 3.
N/A

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Parish Council
requests that
Staverton
nominations are
included in the
local plan
because
Staverton NDP
has not been
adopted
Parish Council
requests that
Staverton
nominations are
included in the
local plan because
Staverton NDP has
not been adopted.

Meets the NPPF
criteria and the
Council has not
raised any
objections at
Regulation 14
stage. Agree to
designate.

Yes

Meets the NPPF
criteria and the
Council has not
raised any
objections at
Regulation 14
stage. Agree to
designate.

Yes

Parish Council

Meets the NPPF

Yes

STAVERTON
190

Playing Field

Braunston
Lane

Located outside
and adjoining
confines and
accessible to
residents

Used for sport
and recreation,
children’s play
and village
events

Playing field
on the edge of
the village

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

191

Pocket Park

Glebe
Lane/Daventry
Road

Located outside
and adjoining
confines which
is accessible to
residents at all
times

A registered
pocket park
used for
informal
recreation and
nature
observation

A small
informal park
on edge of
village.

N/A,
nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

192

Village Green

The Green

Village green

Contains parish

A village green

N/A,

66

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

within confines
in centre of
village which is
accessible to
residents at all
times.

noticeboard,
seating and
mature trees.
Also used for
village events.

within the
village.

nominated
for inclusion
at emerging
draft Part 2
consultation

requests that
Staverton
nominations are
included in the
local plan
because
Staverton NDP
has not been
adopted

criteria and the
Council has not
raised any
objections at
Regulation 14
stage. Agree to
designate.

The Closed
Church of
England School
is the only
community
building in the
parish.
Site contains
swings, bench
and WI hut.
Used for events.
Burial ground,

Green space
associated
with
community
building on
edge of
village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Churchyard on

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

STOWE NINE CHURCHES
119

Closed Church of
England School
Playing Field,
Church Stowe

Main Street

Located on edge
of village,
attached to
Closed Church
of England
School

120

St James

Main Street

Located on edge

67

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

Churchyard,
Upper Stowe
121

War Memorial
Space, Church
Stowe

Main Street

122

Land Opposite
Wyndham House,
Church Stowe

Main Street

123

The Green,
Church Stowe

Main Street

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

of village

contains
wildflower
meadow.
Small green
containing war
memorial, trees
and bench.
Used on
Remembrance
Day.
Private land
containing lakes
and ponds.
Publicly
accessible for
village events.

edge of village

Used for events

Located on edge
of village,
adjacent to
Closed Church
of England
School Playing
Field
Outside
confines on
edge of village

Located within
village,
surrounded by
houses

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Small green
space on edge
of village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Extensive
green space
outside village

No

N/A

No

Village green
within village.

Yes

The boundary of
The Green is
shown incorrectly
on the inset map.

Not fully
accessible to
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criterion 2. Also
an extensive field
which does not
meet criterion 3.
Accept that
boundary has
been shown in
correctly. Amend
map accordingly.

68

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Designated
pocket park,
provides
community
recreation area
and used by
primary school
and community.
Predominantly
wooded,
contains
pathways,
steams and
ponds.
Designated
village green,
containing seat
Open green
space providing
character and

Pocket park on
edge of
village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small village
green within
village
Green space
within village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

WALGRAVE
124

Red Springs
Pocket Park

Kettering Road

Located outside
confines on the
edge of the
village

125

Upper Green

Kettering Road

Village green
within village

126

Paddocks Close

Kettering Road

Green space
within village

69

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

127

Lower Green

Hannington
Lane/High
Street

Village green
within village

128

Fishponds

Rear of Hall
Farm

Outside
confines

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
view in centre
of village
Registered
village green,
contains a
historic London
Plane Tree,
village sign,
fingerpost, war
memorial and
seat.
Historic fish
ponds, not
publicly
accessible but
can be viewed
from a footpath.
A scheduled
monument.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Village green
within village

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Extensive
green space
outside village

No

N/A

Not fully
accessible to
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criterion 2. Also
an extensive field
which does not
meet criterion 3.
Scheduled
monument status
provides
significant

No

70

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

129

Cross Roads

Bakers
Lane/Holcot
Road

Village green
within village

130

Atterbury’s Field

Rectory Lane

Outside
confines

131

Cemetery

Holcot Road

Located outside
confines

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

Historic site of a
cottage,
contains
memorial trees,
fingerpost and
seating.
Agricultural
field. A
scheduled
monument
which was
former site of
Walgrave
Medieval
Village.
Accessible by
public
footpaths.
Burial ground,
still in use,
contains
seating.

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Village green
within village

Yes

N/A

statutory
protection.
N/A

Extensive
green space
outside village

No

N/A

An extensive field
which does not
meet criterion 3.
Scheduled
monument status
provides
significant
statutory
protection.

No

Cemetery
outside
village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

71

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

132

Hillside

Old Road

Green area
within confines

Green space
within village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

133

Allotments

Old Road

Located outside
confines

Provides
recreation area
for residents
Contains bus
shelter
Used by village
residents for
food
production.

Allotments on
edge of
village.

Yes

Allotments have
been accepted as
LGS through NPs
and in other
villages through
the emerging Part
2 Local Plan.
Many others are
run by the parish
council and have
waiting lists and
are demonstrably
special for that
reason.

Yes

134

Playing Fields

Newlands
Road

Located outside
but adjoining

Playing fields
attached to

Playing fields
on edge of

Yes

Allotments do not
meet all of the
criteria set out in
NPPF paragraph
7, they do not
serve the local
community, they
are not special
and no more local
in character than
any other garden
or land. Existing
planning controls
are sufficient to
protect the site
from unsuitable
development.
N/A

N/A

Yes

72

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

confines, easily
accessible to
public.

village hall
(designation
does not include
the hall).
Includes
children’s
playground and
cricket pitch.
Extensively used
by primary
school and
residents.
Scheduled
monument, site
of old manor
house.
Site is adjacent
to village hall
playing fields.
Small green
area containing
bench.

village.

Grassed verge

135

Moated Site

Newlands
Road

Located outside
but adjoining
confines, easily
accessible to
public.

136

Gold Street

Gold Street

Green space
within confines.

137

Grassed Area

Opposite New

Outside

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Historic site on Yes
edge of
village.

N/A

N/A

Yes

Small green
space within
village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Grass verge on

No

N/A

Not

No

73

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Row, Old Road

confines on
edge of village

on edge of
village.

edge of
village.

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

138

Grass Verge

Holcot Road

Outside
confines on
edge of village

Grassed verge
on edge of
village. Contains
commemorative
tree.

Grass verge on
edge of
village.

No

N/A

139

Field opposite
Hall Farm

Hannington
Lane

Outside
confines

Agricultural
field. A
scheduled
monument
which was part
of former
Walgrave

Extensive
green space
outside
village.

No

N/A

74

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

demonstrated
that green space
is special to
community,
therefore it is
considered does
not meet
criterion 2.
Not
demonstrated
that green space
is special to
community,
therefore it is
considered does
not meet
criterion 2.
An extensive field
which does not
meet criterion 3.
Scheduled
monument status
provides
significant

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

No

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

Medieval
Village.

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

statutory
protection.

WEEDON
145

Allotments and
Pocket Park

Church Street

Located outside
confines
between railway
line and canal,
adjacent to
church. Easily
accessible to
public.

Allotments are
used by village
residents for
food
production.
Pocket Park is
used for
information
recreation
including
watching
wildlife and
quiet
contemplation.

Village
allotments
and Pocket
Park on edge
of village.

Yes

The site includes
an operational
pumping station.
Concerned that
the policy would
not allow for
future
development
connected with
operation of the
station, therefore
request that
Anglian Water
owned land is
deleted.

Accept that
operational land
owned by Anglian
Water should be
excluded from
the designation.
Amend map
accordingly.

Yes

146

Tethering Posts

Equestrian
Way

Located within
confines, easily
accessible to
public.

Historic
connection with
Royal Ordnance
Depot, formerly

Green space
within village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

75

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Site is not
accessible to the
general public
and designation
of site could
restrict future
development and
expansion of the
school.
Delete site.
The village is
characterised by
a series of
grassed verges
Whilst they are

No

used to tether
horses.
Now used for
children’s play.

YELVERTOFT
148

School Playing
Field

School Lane

Located within
confines on the
edge of the
village.

Regularly used
by school and
community.
Used for village
events.

School playing
field within
village.

Yes

N/A

149

Grassed Area

High
St/Hillmorton
Lane/ School
Close

Within village
confines

A series of grass
verges which
contribute to
character.

Grass verges
within village.

No

Request that site
is reconsidered.

76

No

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

150

Old Pocket Park

Bridgend

Located outside
and adjacent to
confines. Easily
accessible to
public by PRoW.

151

Tarry’s End

Off Elkington
Road

Located outside
and adjacent to
confines. Also
adjacent to the
Old Pocket Park.
Easily accessible

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

First Pocket
Park to be
designated in
village. Used for
informal
recreation.
Wildlife habitats
alongside Clay
Coton Brook.
Green space on
edge of village.
Adjacent to Old
Pocket Park and
Clay Coton
Brook. Used by

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Pocket Park on
edge of
village.

Yes

N/A

characteristic of
the village, it is
not considered
that they are
sufficiently
distinguished or
demonstrably
special to satisfy
the NPPF.
N/A

Yes

Small green
space on edge
of village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

77

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

to public along
roads and
PRoW.

walkers, wildlife
education and
annual Duck
Race.
Central village
green. Contains
war memorial,
Millennium
Stone, garden
and History
Group Time
Capsule.
A historic
meeting place.
Contains village
notice board
but otherwise
appears as a
grass verge

152

Memorial Green

High Street

Located within
confines.

153

Jubilee Garden

High Street/
Within village
Elkington Road confines

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Village green
within village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Grass verge
within village.

No

Request that site
is reconsidered.

Accept that the
space is more
than a grass
verge, it contains
a noticeboard
and planted
flower beds and
therefore is
considered to be
demonstrably

Yes
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LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

154

Old Village Green

High Street/
Footpath
9/Footpath 13

Located within
confines
adjacent to
Crick Bridle
Path.

155

Old Manor
Gardens

Land between
4 and 10
Wards Lane

Outside
confines on
edge of village

156

King George’s
Field

Off Crick Bridle
Path

Located outside
confines on

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

Historic village
green and
meeting place.
Contains village
sign, bench, old
village pump
and
commemorative
oak tree.
Private green
space used for
pasture and
grazing. Historic
importance as
originally part of
grounds to
listed Yelvertoft
Manor.
Biodiversity
importance.
Gifted in 1938
for use as the

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Village green
within village.

Yes

N/A

special and local
in character.
N/A

Green area on
edge of village

No

Request that site
is reconsidered.

This is a private
garden with no
public access and
is not
considered to
meet criterion 2.

No

Historic sports
ground

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

79

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Yes

LP
ref.

157

Name of LGS

Allotment Field

Address

Off Crick Bride
Path

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Crick Bridle
Path. Some
distance outside
village by
accessible along
bridle path.

village sports
ground prior to
creation of
Village Hall
Playing Field.
Used for
informal
matches and
other ball
sports, walking,
quiet
contemplation
and wildlife
observation.
Contains
memorial.
Used by village
residents for
food
production.
Area outside
allotments set
aside for
wildflower

outside
village.

Located outside
confines on
Crick Bridle
Path.

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

Allotments
Yes
and wildflower
meadow
outside
village.

80

N/A

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

N/A

Yes

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

158

Cemetery

High Street

Located outside
confines, short
walk from
village.

159

Corner Church
footpath

Wards
Lane/Church
Footpath

Within village
confines

160

Village Hall
Playing Field and
Pocket Park

Lilbourne
Road

Located outside
confines,
adjacent to
village hall, a
short walk from
village. Car
parking is
available.
Accessibility

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community
meadow, also
used by walkers
and informal
recreation.
Burial ground,
still in use.
Contains
orchard trees
and wildlife
habitats.
Private land
used as an
allotment/garde
n, includes grass
verge
Purpose made
sports field used
for recreation
and events.
Pocket Park
wraps around
the playing
field. It contains
a number of

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Village
cemetery
outside
village.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Grass verge
within village.

No

N/A

No

Playing field
and Pocket
Park outside
village.

Yes

N/A

Not accessible to
public, therefore
it is considered
does not meet
criterion 2.
N/A
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Yes

LP
ref.

161

Name of LGS

Manor Entrance
Green

Address

High Street

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

improvements
are planned.

habitats
including ponds,
trees,
hedgerows and
a community
orchard. Many
trees are
memorial trees.
Used regularly
for education.
A series of grass
verges which
contribute to
character

Predominantly
outside confines
on edge of
village

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

Grass verge on
edge of village

No

The village is
characterised by
a series of
grassed verges
Whilst they are
characteristic of
the village, it is
not considered
that they are
sufficiently
distinguished or
demonstrably
special to meet
criterion 2.

No

82

Request that site
is reconsidered.

LP
ref.

Name of LGS

Address

NPPF
Criterion 1
Reasonably
close to the
community it
serves

NPPF
Criterion 2
Demonstrably
special to the
local
community

NPPF
Criterion 3
Local in
character
and not an
extensive
tract of land

Designated Summary
in Emerging of
Draft Plan
representation
to Emerging
Draft plan

DDC Response
to
representation/
Reason for not
designating

Designate in
Proposed
Submission?

162

Eastern Gateway
Green

High Street

Outside
confines

An extensive
grass verge at
eastern
entrance to
village

Grass verge on
edge of village

No

The village is
characterised by
a series of
grassed verges
Whilst they are
characteristic of
the village, it is
not considered
that they are
sufficiently
distinguished or
demonstrably
special to meet
criterion 2.

No

83

Request that site
is reconsidered.

Appendix B – Maps of proposed Local Green Spaces and sites not proposed for designation by parish
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